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Thank You
I have been amazed by how resilient and cheerful people have been when I have met them on my walks around
Bramhope during lock down. They have been happy to chat and I have met new faces and shared experiences
of how the 'new normal' has affected us. Everyone has agreed how lucky we are to live in such a lovely village
with access to many walks both locally and a little further afield in the countryside, yet they have also
appreciated the difficulties faced by those who have had to self-isolate. Being separated from friends and family
has been extremely difficult, but it is good to know that there are so many volunteers in Bramhope who have
ensured that those living alone are not forgotten.
Many thanks to the Bramhope Coronavirus Group (now known as Bramhope Village Volunteers) who have
provided invaluable assistance to residents unable to go out. Thanks also to the members of the Dementia
Friendly Group who have kept in touch with the people who attended the Care for a Cuppa Cafe and have
delivered afternoon teas to them. Thanks to Bramhope in Bloom who have continued to keep the village looking
lovely. Thanks to those of you who have made scrubs and masks. Thanks to the local businesses who have
thought of innovative ways to keep trading where possible and helped us to shop locally. Thanks to carers who
are so often unsung heroes. Thanks to the teachers who have worked throughout to provide schooling for
children of key workers. Thanks, of course, to the key workers for whom we have clapped. Thanks to the Parish
Councillors, the Clerk and the Village Caretaker for ensuring that maintenance of the village continues. The list
is endless.
In the pages of this Newsletter you will read of the ingenious ways that village organisations and individuals have
kept going during lock down and their first careful steps back to a more normal way of life. Slowly we are
emerging from lock down and hopefully it will get a little easier. In the meantime, stay safe and keep smiling –
even if it is behind a mask!
Hilary Harris, Chair, Bramhope & Carlton Parish Council
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PLANNING MATTERS
Millers – Spring Wood Development
Drainage Issues and Jubilee Copse
The plan for drainage for the housing site, Spring Wood, the surrounding fields and the road is that runoff water
from the site will drain into the retention pond and then through the culvert under the A660 and down The
Sycamores. Water from the Spring Wood area and from some highway gullies will drain through the culvert that
leads into the watercourse between The Birches and The Poplars.
There have been a series of issues and concerns relating to the drainage scheme in recent weeks. The principal
issue is that over the past few weeks levels of rainfall have resulted in discoloured water in the culvert that runs
into the back of The Rowans. There has been considerable communication between Councillor Flynn, the Chair
and the Clerk one hand and LCC, Miller Homes and their subcontractors on the other to address the issue. There
have been daily site visits by councillors. Given the degree of focus on this area, a solution should be in sight.
Leeds City Council, on behalf of the Parish Council, will be working in the northern part of Jubilee Copse to ‘desilt’ one of the watercourses.
Stone Bus shelters and walls
The Parish Council owned stone bus shelters are being relocated/rebuilt at The Poplars (Otley bound) and The
Birches/Kings Road (Leeds bound) bus stops. In addition, Miller Homes are providing a new stone bus shelter at
The Poplars (Leeds bound) stop and rebuilding stone walls on part of the southern boundary of the site
New Pedestrian Crossings
There will be two new light-controlled crossings on Leeds Road – one on either side of the new roundabout.
Highways & Landscaping
The highways construction continued during the ‘lockdown’ period which enabled the contactors to take
advantage of the reduced levels of traffic, resulting in shorter delays on the A660.
The Parish Council previously received an assurance from Miller Homes that they would be willing to replant
daffodils in the verges adjacent to the highway. Ideally the replanting could take place in the autumn and the
Council have contacted Millers about this.
As the current planting proposal for the new roundabout on the A660 is only meadow grass, the Parish Council
is asking for more substantial planting and landscaping. This could include a selection of small trees, large shrubs
and rocks to soften the impact of the roundabout.
Councillor Diane Fox

Leeds/Bradford Airport
Planning permission was granted in 2019 for a new terminal building adjacent to the existing building to
support expansion of the airport to 2030. A new planning application was submitted in May of this year for an
alternative terminal in a new location that would enable the airport to become carbon neutral in its non-flying
operations. The application includes a request to extend normal flying hours to the period 6 am to 11.30 pm.
The Parish Council decided to neither to oppose or support this application but has submitted detailed
comments relevant to Bramhope and Carlton, specifically:
• Traffic impacts on the local road network and car parking are underestimated and need containment
• Significant concerns about rat running
• Strong support for the proposed park and ride rail station and expansion of public transport
• The visual impact of the terminal itself and the approach to the airport are in breach of LCC requirements
and require significant landscaping and border planting
• Opposition to the increase in night time flying hours
Councillor John Howard
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ROAD SAFETY AND SPEEDING
continues to receive significant attention from the Parish Council. Speeding on our roads is the
issue most frequently raised by residents. The reduction in traffic during lockdown has made
incidents of speeding and foolhardy behaviour more visible. Both the Clerk (on behalf of the
Council) and myself, as both a Ward Councillor and a Bramhope & Carlton Parish Councillor, are
in frequent communication with the police and the Traffic Engineering officers of Leeds City
Council. In recent years, working together, Speed Indication Devices (SIDs) paid for by the Parish Council have
been installed on Moor Road and Kings Road, 20 mph zones established throughout Bramhope, and non-slip
surfaces on the A660/Church Hill and Old Lane/Occupation Lane junctions after several serious accidents, with
no accidents since.
Residents should understand that LCC are constrained by national directives on highway engineering and by
budget priorities. Speed bumps cannot be installed where there is no street lighting (which limits action on Old
Lane); speed cameras are expensive to install and maintain so priority is given to locations with a significant
accident record (nowhere in Bramhope or Carlton meets that sad threshold). Decisions on speed limits and
traffic calming measures are based on detailed statistics from SIDs and speed monitors, not perceptions.
Here is a summary of the discussions and initiatives since lockdown began.
• A660. There are frequent requests for a 30 mph speed limit through the village and more pedestrian
crossings. The new roundabout will change the way drivers use the A660 significantly. Once completed,
and when traffic levels resume some sort of normality (after the schools have returned) we will request that
LCC reassess traffic volumes and speeds to determine if there is scope to change the speed limit. Two new
light-controlled crossings will be installed on Leeds Road either side of the roundabout.
• The SID on Kings Road is to be switched round to monitor speeds of drivers exiting Bramhope. Data from
the SIDs is analysed and shared with LCC. Figures indicate that the percentage of drivers exceeding the
speed limit on both Moor Road and Kings Road is well inside levels that would trigger a reassessment of the
limits. (One could argue that drivers slow on seeing the SID but a) that is their purpose b) the SID is aimed
to capture speed well up the road.)
• The police have been extremely responsive to requests for additional monitoring. Speed checks have been
carried out on Kings Road, Moor Road, Otley Old Road, Church Hill and Long Meadows. The police are visible
in order to have a deterrent effect and because concealed speed traps are illegal.
• Following complaints about speeding HGVs owned by a particular contractor on many local roads, the police
formally visited the firm and spoke to the MD. No reported incidents since.
• Operation SPARC has been launched by LCC and the police to target drivers putting themselves and other
road users at risk, and will include operations on roads in Bramhope to be agreed by police and the PC.

Councillor Billy Flynn
NEW GRANTS FROM THE PARISH COUNCIL
The Council has introduced two new grant schemes for local organisations in addition to the existing Community
Grant Scheme that awards up to £500 to help start new groups or to fund new projects for existing organisations.
The Covid-19 Emergency Support Grants scheme recognises that community organisations may suffer financial
hardship through the current Covid-19 restrictions and find it difficult to continue. Grants of up to £1,000 may
be made to organisations adversely affected or likely to be adversely affected. Unlike other grant schemes the
grant is a revenue grant and may be used against running expenses. This scheme has a limited life and
applications must be received by 30 April 2021.
The Community Infrastructure Levy Grants scheme enables organisations to apply for some of the funding that
the Parish Council receives through the Community Infrastructure Levy on new development. It is similar to the
existing Community Grant scheme but intended for more ambitious projects that make a lasting contribution to
the community. Grants of up to £5000 can be made.
If you wish to know more and receive details of how to apply, please contact the Clerk. (We have notified many
local organisations but we do not have contact details for every group.)
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GOODBYE AND HELLO - Changes on the Parish Council – and a Vacancy
After 10 years of service to the Parish Council, Simon Cooper has decided to leave us. I have known Simon since
I joined the Parish Council and am really sorry to lose him. I thank him for his invaluable contribution, as
Chairman from 2016-19, especially on the Village Maintenance and Planning Committees where his expertise
and knowledge on buildings and property has been invaluable. We are all grateful for Simon's commitment to
the village over many years and we will miss his perceptive judgement at meetings.
Lesley Hoff left us earlier in the year after almost 3 years as a Councillor when she moved to live
in Otley. Another loss to the Council, but I am pleased to welcome Maria Gill who has just joined
us as her replacement. Maria (pictured right) lived in Horsforth and Cookridge before moving
to Bramhope 3 years ago. Her original career was as a chef but she then retrained as a lawyer
and brings 30 years legal experience to the Parish Council. She is a keen supporter of
independent local shops and the Otley Food Bank. Although most of us have not met Maria in
person, she has already joined us via our Zoom meetings and I am sure that she will make a
valuable contribution to our team.
As a result, there is a vacancy on the council. The statutory notice advertising the vacancy has been issued. If
you are interested in becoming a councillor, please contact the Clerk by or before 7th September.
Hilary Harris, Chair, Bramhope & Carlton Parish Council.

X84/85 SERVICE RESTORED – Please remember to wear a mask
At the beginning of June with the relaxation of lockdown, First Bus re-introduced the X84/85 service but with
significant changes, making the buses non-stop beween Weetwood and Leeds Bus Station, suggesting
passengers change at Weetwood to access the intermediate stops. Residents raised a petition and
representations were made by our MP, Alec Sobel, Ward Councillors and the Parish Council. First Bus have
reviewed the travel data for the route and as from 13th July restored the original timetable, though with a
significant change: a separate service 784 will operate the Otley Skipton route which should improve the
reliability and punctuality of the X84/85 service.
Remember it is mandatory for passengers to wear face coverings while travelling on public transport.
Exemptions apply to those with certain health conditions, disabled people and children under the age of 11.
More details and an exemption pass that can be shown to the driver on the FirstBus and WYMetro sites.

VILLAGE WEBSITE
The website has been changed to a simplified theme in readiness for meeting new accessibility legislation. A
posts page for latest news has been added. This can be followed so that notifications on new posts are sent to
your device. and links through to Facebook and Twitter.

NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTORS FOR CARLTON
The newsletter is distributed by hand to every household in Bramhope and Carlton. We need volunteers to
distribute the newsletter round Carlton. Please contact the Clerk

ROSEMONT SITE
The Rosemont site on Breary Lane was the location for a sheltered housing complex erected in the 1960s by the
Wharfedale Rural District Council. Ownership passed to Leeds City Council in 1974. The building ceased to meet
modern standards and LCC sought to close the facility and sell the site. Initial proposals, supported by the Parish
Council, were for a new block of 12 apartments, a mix of local authority and privately owned. Bids were
submitted to LCC for the development by housing associations, but none felt they could support a 12 dwelling
development, (which would have mandated some flats as affordable housing).
LCC received a planning application in early 2019 for one block of eight apartments, reserved for those aged 55
and over with parking for at the front of the site. The Parish Council has been concerned that no progress
appears to have been made and have had to ask LCC to ensure the site is properly fenced. The latest information
that we have from LCC is that the council hopes to complete the sale soon and that it is not unusual for the
purchaser to delay completion until ready to proceed with building.
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TRAINING IN BRAMHOPE IN LOCKDOWN
Jonny and I were training in Santa Fe, New Mexico before the lockdown
happened. At that point the Olympic Games were still happening, we had
access to facilities and training at altitude was an important part of our
Olympic preparation. We were sat having breakfast when the news broke
that the Olympic Games had been postponed and within hours the Foreign
Office advice changed to: "all British citizens get home while you still can.
Flights were booked quickly, we embarked the next day and arrived back in
Bramhope the day after.
As an athlete you are always preparing for the next event. It may be days
away, or months. But it is always in the back of your mind. Suddenly for the
first time in nearly 20 years there was no competitive goal in sight. Nearly
every weekday in those 20 years has revolved around a squad swimming
session. Normally early in the morning. Suddenly with pools closed that
structure was gone. I decided to have a couple of weeks of relaxed “exercise”
and then set myself a strict routine. My day starts at 8 am (after a cup of
Yorkshire tea of course) in the Endless Pool I have in my garage - think of a
water treadmill. You stay still while the water comes at you. While the
lockdown rules were strict about outdoor activity, I alternated days of running and cycling outside. We are lucky
to have some great paths and tracks to run on right from our doors in Bramhope and access to quiet roads out
into the Dales. So I had no problem doing socially distanced training.
A few weeks into this routine and it had
become a new normal. One of the fantastic
things about my Job is the travel. But it can
also be a burden. These past three months
are definitely the longest time I have spent
in one place in the last decade. It’s been
fantastic to spend the time at home, slow
down a little and enjoy having a slightly
slower schedule. I’ve frequently stopped
while out running to chat to someone
halfway across a field. Only later would I
realise I’d never do that in “normal times”
because I’d be rushing. Rushing to finish the
session, get home or make it to a meeting.
The biggest thing I missed? People. I’m
lucky enough to train most days with some of my best friends and, of course, Jonny! To train more than thirty
hours a week you need some strong motivators. The last few months have made me realise the social aspect of
training and the competitiveness are two of the main things that drive me. I can’t wait to be racing my friends
up The Chevin again soon.
Alistair Brownlee

THE BRAMHOPE BOOK EXCHANGE

Photos ©Chris Sansom Photography

Bramhope Book Exchange closed for the duration of lock-down and had hoped to re-open on 17 July 2020.
However, the Parish Council have decided that the risks are still too high, so it will remain closed for the
foreseeable future. During lockdown, we donated many of the books to a charity in Otley, which was looking to
help older people who were either isolated and/or shielding. Thank you for your co-operation.
Tracy Cratchley
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BRAMHOPE IN BLOOM
March, a time for enjoying the daffodils and the emerging spring flowers. It should have been a time of
anticipation for the enjoyment of spring walks and for some 'the gardening bug'. But what we could not have
foreseen was the effect that another bug, Covid 19, would have on all of our lives. Our group could only sit and
wait, with everyone else, whilst the gardens around us burst into flower.
Social distancing affected jobs that our team do together,
such as the clearing of the verge down Breary Lane in
preparation for sowing wildflowers. However, nature has
done its best and seeds from the wild flowers from last
year appear to be sprouting (along with weeds I know,
but as my mother in law used to say “dandelions provide
colour after the daffs have finished”).
What we have been doing is helping to renovate the
school garden, a job that we agreed to undertake until
the end of the summer term. This has been a welcome
activity for some, relieving the boredom and stress
caused by isolation. (See photo left)
We waited in anticipation for our summer bedding but, as we all know, the nurseries had problems with shortage
of staff and being unable to get plug plants to grow on. They did their best and we were able to plant up in June.
What we could not have envisaged was what would come next due to the warm, wet weather. The marigolds
in the large Tredgold beds were decimated, being reduced to sticks. The nursery advised planting geraniums
which, although colour wise they do not match the planting in that area, they will provide colour which we hope
helps to cheer everyone up. Fortunately, other areas were not as severely affected and some delightful
additions help to maintain the floral display

The nursery pulled out
all the stops to provide
the hayracks for The
Cross and whilst they
were not able to colour
coordinate everything,
they eventually
managed to supply the
hanging baskets which
businesses in
Bramhope sponsor.
Janet Hobson.
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THINK LIKE A PONY READY TO REOPEN SAFER THAN EVER!
As a not-for-profit business, temporarily closing due to covid-19 has brought some
significant challenges. One thing that has kept us upbeat and positive is the support
from the local community. With this support, alongside the dedication of our staff
team, there was no way we were going to let Covid-19 take our organisation down!
Whether it was the interest from passing walkers as we were caring for the ponies,
anonymous donations, grants from community organisations or enthusiastic emails
about our work, the support has been unprecedented.
Many of you have been asking when we will be re-opening and we are thrilled to
announce we are planning a phased re-opening from 21st July 2020. Safety will be at
the fore-front of our minds and we will be sanitising equipment and practicing social
distancing to ensure that we only have a positive impact on our local community.
Think Like a Pony is a lifeline to many of the
young people who we work with. By being
able to invite a limited number of children
back to the centre, we will be able to once
again offer essential support to both
vulnerable families and young riders.
We have pulled out every stop during the
lockdown to prepare for re-opening. We have
invested in the training of staff, cared for our
amazing team of rehabilitated ponies and
prepared to launch our international online
Club. Watch this space for more information
about the Think Like a Pony Club. It will be the
first international online horsemanship club
for children – founded in Bramhope itself!
Sophie Hildreth

4th BRAMHOPE BROWNIES
Whilst the 4th Bramhope Brownies have been unable to
meet face to face, they have managed to do lots of fun
activities over Zoom. Our camp was, of course, cancelled,
so we replaced it with a virtual camp where each Brownie
slept in a den indoors or in their tent in their garden. They
made a bird feeder, helped cook their own tea and
breakfast and toasted marshmallows over a campfire!
The Brownies have been busy baking delicious cakes
(including a cake in a mug!), growing their own vegetables,
crafting and thinking of clever inventions, earning lots of
interest badges!
The Brownies are continuing to stay in touch over the
summer by taking part in a Girl Guiding summer activities
challenge. We all hope we can meet face to face again
after the summer.
Sophie Hardaker
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BRAMHOPE CORONAVIRUS COMMUNITY HELP
was formed in March in response to COVID-19 to support residents in Bramhope who
were self-isolating or ill and so could not access basic services such as food shopping
and prescription collection or walk their dog. Four residents: Sue Timme, Paola
Sanna, Zoe Knell-Moore and Sue Hogg, all with a DBS, founded the group and set up
a Facebook public page to ask people to help, and were inundated with offers of
support. Volunteers were allocated streets near their home, with every street in
Bramhope covered by at least two volunteers. Forms with the contact details for the
local volunteer and the services available were posted through the doors of all
residents in their allocated area. This identified where support was needed. We also
took referrals from local charity OPAL, designated by Leeds City Council as coordinators for support for the self-isolating and vulnerable in Leeds 16.
A Facebook private group was established to provide mutual support to residents,
providing useful information such as lists of local shops that are taking orders and
delivering. Large print versions were distributed with the Newsletter for residents
without access to Facebook. It has also acted as a forum for members to ask each A volunteer delivering shopping
other for help. Volunteers (also DBS checked) made themselves available to take phone calls from people who
might be lonely. Popsie’s Fish & Chip shop and The Village Deli offer a delivery service operated via a WhatsApp
group of volunteers who collected the order and delivered it to the vulnerable residents (socially distanced, of
course) with payment made over the phone or by an envelope system. Some of our volunteers are on a rota to
bake for a weekly coffee and chat event at the village care home Ashcroft House.
Some statistics to illustrate our activities:
• Bramhope Coronavirus Community Help group members - 332 people
• Number of active volunteers over the lockdown period - 61 approx.
• Households helped by volunteers – 37 plus
• Ashcroft House baking - 10 volunteer bakers on the rota
• Fish and chip shop / Bramhope Deli delivery group - 22 volunteers
• Mask making - £90 raised to date for Otley Food Bank
• Otley Food Bank - multiple boxes of food items taken to them by Bea Timme and Emma Rider
A new group Bramhope Village Volunteers (BVV) will be set up and run from 1st August. This is a legacy group
from Bramhope Coronavirus Community Help (which will close) and will perform the same functions as the
previous group but can also help with issues such as recently discharged hospital patients needing shopping etc,
while they recover. Should a second wave of Covid-19 occur, this new group will step up operations and perform
as the previous group did in lockdown conditions.
Sue Timme, Sue Hogg

A quick update. As mentioned in the last newsletter we had only just held our first Care for a Cuppa Café when
Lockdown was imposed. We were in the process of planning our next café but all that has been put on hold.
Many of the people who attended the café were in the vulnerable category and were advised to self-isolate.
Fortunately, we had the phone numbers of those people living with dementia who attended the café and we
have been able to keep in contact with them and their carers via phone calls. It has been lovely to get to know
people and to give some limited support where possible. We’ve also been posting ideas and updates on our
Dementia Friendly Bramhope Facebook page.
In June we had a wonderful gesture of help from the Corner Cup Café. They offered to donate free cream teas
for our group and so we were able to deliver a lovely surprise to those who had attended the first café. More
recently we have delivered a Ploughman’s Lunch to each member. Now that the Lockdown is beginning to ease,
we are planning other things we can do to support the group. If you have any ideas, know someone living with
dementia or are a carer please contact: catherinebirkby@outlook.com mobile: 07821 626500
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Headingley Flower Club at Bramhope
The Flower Club had only just commenced meeting in 2020 when Lockdown occurred. The
Committee have continued to meet via Zoom on a monthly basis planning for the future,
and during Lockdown a website for the Flower Club was designed:
http://headingleyflowerclub.co.uk/ It gives programme information, the Club’s history and a gallery of photos
of what members have done in the past. During this difficult time, the Committee have taken on a pastoral
role and maintained contact with its members. A monthly Newsletter has been issued but with a different
content. It contains gardening tips, a fun quiz, a Cookery Corner with the recipe being provided by one of our
long-standing members and links to websites for demonstrations on flower arranging, entertainment, etc.
Everyone has been busy gardening and flower arranging. The pink arrangement (illustrated right) was arranged
at the height of Lockdown using supermarket roses and foliage from the garden. Rings of hope for front doors
in recognition and appreciation of work done by NHS staff and carers were made
by members using flowers and foliage from their garden too and materials in the
home.
We look forward to happier occasions with
demonstrations, social events and
hopefully the Christmas demonstration in
December with mince pies and mulled
wine but in the immediate future there
may be the possibility of Zoom meetings.
When our meetings resume, they will be
on the first Friday of the month but check
the website for when they do.
Joy Smith 07774 296196
Facebook @HeadingleyFlowerClubatBramhope

BRAMHOPE ART CLUB
At this stage unfortunately we
are still unable to say when our
programme of meetings at the
Village Hall will be able to start,
but as soon as we do know we
will post details on Facebook where some of our
weekly project pictures and others can be seen.
In the meantime, people who are interested are
most welcome to join our regular 7.00 pm
friendly Zoom meetings for an hour of chat,
pictures and art based quizzes. (Collage of work
we have produced while in lock down on the
right.)
For details of how to join these please contact
our chairman, Jeff Wormald, on 01423 508867
or email jeff.p.wormald@gmail.com.
Dorothy Mercer
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For everyone at the cricket club, just like everyone else, this year has presented a new set of
challenges. In common with all the other leagues up and down the country, Leeds Wetherby Cricket
League had to suspend all forms of cricket, and leagues and clubs had to start planning logistically,
and financially for scenarios ranging from a shortened season to no cricket at all.
Recreational cricket for everyone finally returned on the 11th July, when we staged an intra club match to give
everyone a bit of match practice ahead of the League’s resumption on the 18th July. Under the current
restrictions, players are told to arrive in their kit, to bring their own food and drink, hand sanitising breaks every
6 overs, and obviously observe social distancing.
The first round of fixtures saw the 1st XI
under the captaincy of James Dalby make
the short trip to Crompark CC at Menston.
In a thrilling game the result was in doubt
until the final ball with us requiring 4 to
win, but only managing 2 runs. Matt
Frosdick top scored with 53 runs, Chris
Dalby taking 6 for 32. The first game at
‘The Rec’ saw our A team entertain
Scarcroft A. Scarcroft scored 105 all out,
with 6 of the wickets falling to junior
players Gill, Shah & Clifton. After a bit of a collapse from the top batting order, Clifton Snr & Shah Snr rallied,
but the team fell an agonizing 5 runs short of victory. Despite losing both games narrowly, it was great to be
out playing again, to see five of our under 15s excelling, and to see new faces joining the club from the village.
There is lots more information about the club on our website and social media platforms
https://headingleybramhopecricket.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/headingleybramhopecc/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/HeadingleyBramhopeCricketClub
Mark Stelfox
The Bowls Club was eagerly looking forward to the start of the season when we went into
lockdown. The first thought was how to keep in touch with members and, in particular,
those who lived alone. We are fortunate that the vast majority of our members are
contactable by email so regular communications were possible. This system very rapidly
became the forum for news, recollections of previous seasons' activities, a huge amount
of funny stories and videos, and, occasionally, musing about what we could have been doing if Covid-19 had not
brought all activities to an untimely end.
There were matters for the Committee to consider and as seemed to be the
case throughout the world, along with other organisations and individuals, we
also used Zoom for regular meetings in anticipation of lockdown eventually
easing. When the time finally arrived, we were in a good position to open the
green, albeit on a very limited basis, for members to enjoy a game of bowls
strictly in accordance with Government guidelines. A booking system is in
place which enables a maximum of six people to be at the green at any one
time and a high proportion of our members have taken the opportunity to
play – weather permitting! There is no competition bowling at present and
all leagues have been cancelled for the season.
Taking all matters into consideration and put in context we have managed
well in extremely difficult circumstances. The one real low point was the loss
of a much-loved member, Michael Blackburn, who became a victim of Coronavirus during the early stages of the
pandemic. With the restrictions in place at that time it was not possible to fully pay our respects and his passing
will be appropriately reflected by the Club in due course.
Stewart Sunman
Chairman
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150 YEARS OF RUGBY IN YORKSHIRE – A VIRTUAL CELEBRATION
Famous figures from the rugby world, who were once former players or coaches at West
Park Leeds RUFC, teamed up with club members and players from the minis and juniors,
right through to senior men and women squad members, to virtually celebrate 150
years of rugby in Yorkshire. England scrum-half Danny Care, former England coach,
Stuart Lancaster, Sale Sharks' Joe Carpenter and former England Sevens Captain Rob
Vickerman are just a few of the famous names, previously linked to West Park, to take
part in the momentous virtual Lockdown Pass It On event.
Dawn Rathmell, the first female President of Yorkshire RFU kicked off the first of the 150 virtual passes along
with other former club players, including Mike Shelley, the longest serving player in the history of Leeds Tykes.
Shelley made his special appearance having sent his celebratory footage all the way over from, Canada.

Graham Chadwick, West Park Chairman, said: “A couple of parents in our mini’s section started off the pass the
ball virtual activity to give the kids something rugby-related and fun to do during lockdown. But as word spread,
plans evolved, and we decided to make it into an opportunity to do 150 passes and celebrate the Yorkshire RFU
anniversary. It was great to see so many supporting the club and celebrating rugby in Yorkshire. The kids
particularly enjoyed the experience as they got to see footage of their teammates and took part in a historic
event alongside many sporting greats. Their involvement will hopefully help to encourage other young players
to follow in their footsteps and achieve great things in the rugby world.”
The Lockdown Pass It On footage can be viewed via YouTube https://bit.ly/wpl150passes
What's On
The club is currently closed and working towards reopening again in August. Return to play and fixtures for next
season will commence once guidance has been received from the RFU. For further information visit
www.westparkleeds.com or Facebook @WPLRUFC
Helen Lister

Fortunately for us, here at Bramhope
Tennis Club, tennis was one of the first
sports to come out of lockdown.
Doubles tennis on both courts is now allowed, and
our social tennis sessions are back up and running
on Wednesday and Friday evenings from 6 p.m.
and Sundays from 11 a.m. All the usual Covid19
restrictions apply, in that we hand sanitise before
and after playing, and socially distance while on
and off the courts. The LTA has been fantastic in
keeping us up to date with what we can and cannot do. All our tennis coaching has now restarted too.
We used the time during lockdown productively to set up an online membership and booking system. If you’re
interested in joining our friendly and sociable village club, please get in touch via our website
https://clubspark.lta.org.uk/bramhopetennisclub, or call Heather on 07807 746568.
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THE FIRST EVER BRAMHOPE 10 MILE RUN RAISES OVER £5000 FOR CHARITY
Due to Covid-19 and the cancellation of the Leeds Half Marathon, we haven't
been able to do any fund raising this year. So I hit on the idea of organising our
own Bramhope Run through the village. It turned into the biggest event I have
organised in the last ten years of fund raising. On Sunday 7th June 21 runners,
socially distanced at one minute intervals set off at 10 am from The Cross to
tackle two laps of a 5 mile course: up Old Lane to Hilton Grange, then via
Occupation Lane and Moor Road, back past the Cross, down Eastgate, around Parklands, then down Breary Lane
to return along Leeds Road, with the lung bursting climb up Church Hill to complete the lap and embark on the
slog up Old Lane once more. 4 other volunteers did the run at other times during the weekend.

I am so grateful to all the runners who took part despite the rain and cold, their families and friends and all my
wonderful customers who have donated so generously. The total raised so far is £5278; with £4223 going to the
Candlelighters' Trust and £1056 to the Imran Khan cancer appeal, helping all the cancer patients in Pakistan.
Thanks to Rachael Anne Fox who helped me with all the social media stuff, all the people who came out to cheer
the runners and of course the amazing marshals who stood in the rain for nearly 2 hours.
Hopefully this is going to become an annual event in the village as there was so much interest, support and
enthusiasm from the volunteers and from the wonderful people of the village.
I am hoping to organise our annual Yorkshire Three Peaks Walk towards the end of August, and the pub quiz for
the BBC Children in Need appeal in November as usual (and of course complying with government guidelines.)
To get involved or sponsor someone, call into the shop, contact me on hipaindoo786@hotmail.com; 0113 203
7859, 07747 020782, or go to www.justgiving.com/teambramhope1
Tariq Qadeer, The Village Newsagents, Bramhope

Bramhope & Carlton Village Newsletter is published three times a year by Bramhope & Carlton Parish Council
to inform residents of Parish Council policy and actions and to provide a means for village institutions to ensure
their activities reach a wide public.
The current editor is Councillor John Howard.
No responsibility is taken by the Parish Council for the views expressed by individual contributors. Photographs
and articles are published on the basis that appropriate permissions have been obtained by the submitter.
Printed by Thistleprint Ltd. Telephone 0113 204 0600
www.bramhopecarlton.org.uk
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The last few months has seen an unprecedented change to the whole of our lives, which was unexpected but
has allowed us time to reassess what is important and learn new ways to maintain connections, friendships and
support each other. As a very friendly and inclusive group the aim of the Bramhope Rolling Scones WI during
Covid 19 has been to enable continued connection with and between our members. We have been on a steep
learning curve using technology. Who would have thought 4 months ago that Zooming would be a verb?

We are holding our main meetings via Zoom and made good use of Zoom’s break out
facility to enable members to catch up and chat with each other. Our Book Group has
been able to continue again via Zoom and we have had some excellent discussions. Our
Gardening Group have been sending out regular links to virtual garden tours and arranged
an informative and engaging talk from Martin Fish about the development of his garden
in North Yorkshire. (The photos show Martin and his garden.) The Members of the Art
and Craft Group have supported making scrubs for the NHS and face masks. As lockdown
begins to ease the Walking Group, although not able to organise formal walks, are setting
up a WhatsApp group to allow members to be in contact and arrange walks.
We are looking forward to a time when we can all meet again safely face to face at our
main meetings, meals out and trips out. Until then we will continue to maintain contact and connection and
utilise technology to support us.

PURITAN CHAPEL
The structural report last year recommended removal of
the existing cement pointing and replacement traditional
lime mortar to preserve the stone of the chapel. This work
requires specialist skills. After the contractor was selected,
a trial area of repointing required approval by the LCC
Conservation Officer before work could begin.
Investigation of a roof leak resulted in a decision to extend
the work to include new lead flashing and repointing of the
ridge tiles.
The works have recently been completed and will help to
preserve this historic Grade 1 listed building for the
enjoyment of future generations. Thanks go to Leeds City
Council and our Ward
Councillors, Councillor Billy Flynn, Councillor Barry Anderson and Councillor
Caroline Anderson who have match funded 50% of the cost of the repointing via
a grant from the Outer North West Committee, with the Parish Council using
capital reserve funds and CIL monies for the remainder of the cost.
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Using Technology to cope with Lockdown
On 24th March we were instructed by the bishop that all Church of England churches were to close with
immediate effect, including for private prayer, to help limit the transmission of the Covid-19. Our approach to
Virtual Services was formed within a week of lockdown and we have continued with this pattern ever since.
During the week different church members record elements of the Sunday Service including intercessions,
readings from the Gospel, songs, a reflection and final thoughts and a blessing. These short video recordings
are then structured into a virtual service that is emailed to a wide circulation list, arriving in time for 9.30 am
each Sunday.
Worshippers can then follow the service as a virtual
community in real time (which many choose to do) or in
their own time. Selected highlights are also placed on the
Church website. This approach has been remarkably
successful and allowed us to add background on the images
and thoughts that have provided inspiration for sermons
and reflections. The Church has always held a monthly
service at the local Care Home. We are now doing a
‘virtual’ equivalent for residents and staying in contact so
that staff and residents know they are not forgotten.
Our primary hope was for prayer and worship to continue but we also needed to address pastoral care. The
pastoral care team established a “buddy” system for around 50 people identified as a priority for support,
ensuring a phone call at least once a week. Which is amazing.

Reopening the Church
In view of recent governmental and local pastoral developments the
PCC held a special meeting on 2nd July to discuss the partial reopening
of the church. The safety of our vicar, volunteers and churchgoers is
paramount, so we have taken a careful and gradual approach that
keeps the health and wellbeing of all as its central focus. A full Covid19 Risk Assessment has been prepared by the churchwardens and
adopted by the PCC.
The church is now open for weddings and funerals, albeit with
limitations on numbers attending, and social distancing and related
precautions. Our first service back in Church after lockdown was the
funeral of Bramhope parishioner Arthur Sylvester on 8th July .and
congratulations to Emily and Michael who were married on 11th July after their wedding (due to have taken
place on 28th March) was postponed due to the pandemic. From Sunday 16th August the church will be open
for private Sunday prayer from 9.30-11.30 am. Details of how this will work will be advertised in the August St
Giles Review. The maximum capacity of the building will be 24 (possibly more if ‘social bubbles’ are involved,
but no more than the legal maximum of 30).
We hope to open the church for services from 4th October. Again, how this will actually work is subject to
discussion, but it is likely to be a very different form of worship than we have experienced before. At present
the church will be closed for 72 hours between periods of being open so extra cleaning is not necessary. These
arrangements will be kept under review and changed as necessary as the Covid situation develops. Please get
in touch with Tom or the churchwardens hello@stgilesbramhope.org.uk if you need more information.
Vicar: Revd Tom Lusty
vicar@stgilesbramhope.org.uk
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OUR CHURCH MISSION STATEMENT: “Together as a
Church family we are aspiring to love God, the
Community and each other through worship, prayer,
learning, service and outreach.”

A few days before ‘Lockdown’ was announced members of Bramhope Methodist Church met together to see
how we could cope with the regulations that were in place at that time. Unfortunately, within a few days the
Government announced that all places of worship should close. Many of our members were advised to selfisolate or to ‘shield’. The question was immediately asked, ‘What can we do to help?’
Some of our members became ‘friends’ of the Facebook group Bramhope Coronavirus Community Help Group.
By sharing their messages we have been able to support initiatives within the village e.g. by donating fabric,
buttons etc. for those making PPE, phoning those living alone or not able to access the internet and we have
also supported the work of the Salvation Army. Our website has been another source of information, reflection
and weekly news.
Although our church building is not open, we have explored other ways to worship. Worship Leaders have
provided us with weekly online reflections from their own homes and quite often from their gardens! It has
been a new and refreshing way of worshipping and people have found that nature has brought them closer to
God. We have also had services via Zoom. Each Sunday evening we have been joining with Christians all over
the country by lighting a candle in our windows and praying for all those affected by the virus or working to
protect us. During Global Refugee Week the Pizza Sunday members were set a challenge to send a Welcome
card or poster to the Asylum Seekers living in the Parkway Hotel. The contributions were collected and
distributed to the Asylum Seekers.
Bramhope Friends The volunteers of the group have kept in regular touch with the members via phone and
have also provided help with shopping. Some of our members have celebrated ‘special’ birthdays during
Lockdown and two of our ladies have celebrated their 90th birthdays. Although it has been disappointing not to
celebrate with them, the positive attitude of all the ‘friends’ has been wonderful. We look forward to the day
when we can all meet again in the Methodist Church and new members would be especially welcome to this
lively, chatty group!
We very much look forward to worshipping together again and are now actively making plans to reopen our
church in September, check our website for updates.
In the meantime we continue to pray for our village and the wider world.
Minister: Rev Roger Smith
Deacon: Jenny Parnell

email roger.smith@methodist.org.uk
email jenny.parnell@methodist.org.uk

BRAMHOPE METHODIST FILM CLUB
Like many organisations, despite the relaxation of Covid rules, the Film Club is still, sadly,
suspended. We will not begin the new season until we are absolutely sure that it is safe to do
so. We meet indoors and many of our members are vulnerable. As soon as we can make a
decision, members will be informed and there will be details in the Parish Newsletter.
Meanwhile, enjoy the summer and stay safe.
Gillian Acomb
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LIFE UNDER LOCKDOWN – AN UNUSUAL BIRTHDAY
My Mum, Betty Foster turned 80 in May.
Covid-19 forced cancellation of a weekend
away with her extended family. She was
so disappointed. So over WhatsApp her
two daughters (my sister lives in Australia)
our husbands and three grandchildren
started to plot. I knew that Elton Wrong is
perfect for a social distancing event.
The day began with a breakfast family
zoom. Then an afternoon tea was in
progress when Elton Wrong rocks up
driving down The Rowans to mum's
complete surprise, entertaining her with
her favourite Elton John numbers and then
Happy Birthday with all the neighbours
(who were in on the surprise) joining in.
Sue Costello

LIFE UNDER LOCKDOWN – ST HELENA'S CARAVAN PARK

Caring community – St Helena’s showed a wonderful community spirit, looking after each other throughout
lockdown, with the 46 permanent residential homes pulling together with seasonal customers who found
themselves stranded on the park and Keyworkers who were isolating to enable them to support the Covid effort.
A resident set up a food bank for donations to Otley Food Bank; we are told it was of great help in difficult times.

Organising – Residents organized and supported each other by looking

out and helping each other, keeping an
eye on neighbours, freezing and delivering meals, arranging shopping deliveries and setting up a Facebook page
set up so that residents who are normally very sociable, could keep in touch with each other.

Variety – keeping busy through lockdown, the gardens at St Helena's have never looked so good with many
residents taking the opportunity to work in their gardens, walk the woodland and explore the local area never
mind new and old hobbies rediscovered. Many a conversation has started with 'how do you turn on the
video/mic?' as we have all learnt the new skill of Zoom, WhatsApp and Microsoft Teams.

Innovation – as we were closed to touring customers we took the opportunity to
innovate, redeveloping residential pitches, planting a community orchard, improving
our greenspaces with a magnificent bug hotel, (see right) as well as rebuilding dry
stone walls and removing deadwood from the woodland, and installation of a
temporary trailer toilet block to improve social distancing in our facilities.

Decision Making – our Dementia Coffee Morning had to be postponed, but we hope
to go ahead as soon as we are allowed. With the easing of restrictions, we have
opened the touring park and are now welcoming visitors in caravans, motorhomes and
tents (under strict social distancing conditions and with new Covid procedures in
place). It's good to see the site returning to its normal lively self as we welcome back
old friends and new.
Sally Rushton & Christine Owen
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BRAMHOPE VILLAGE HALL
The village hall has, of course, been closed
for the last few months so we have been
able to make some real progress on the
building renovations without disrupting our
users and activities.
The new lavatories are now finished
(apologies for mentioning lavatories again but they are lovely!). Two new adult and
one child’s toilet in the ladies', a new child urinal in the men's, a new ceiling in the disabled lavatory; all with
automatic lights and taps. (Work carried out by Beken Professional Ltd., who have done an excellent job.)
The new central heating system has been installed. The old pipework has been entirely replaced with modern
plumbing, new child friendly radiators in the main hall and, in response to our user surveys, each room now has
its own thermostat so you will be able to alter the temperature in your room to suit your activity The work was
carried out by Crombie, another Leeds firm; we have been delighted with their workmanship too. It was a huge
job; one day I counted eight heating engineers!
We have completed £125,000 worth of renovations in the last four
years and we have approximately another £75,000 of work left to do.
We cannot afford to finish the project this year. We have enough
funding to do some of the planned work in the main hall and make it
fit for use, but it will have to remain partially complete for the time
being.
This has been a challenging summer for everyone, the Hall has had
no room rental income and we have also lost the income from the
Bramhope Show this year. If anyone would like to make a donation
or hold a sponsored activity to raise funds we would be very
grateful. We can arrange Giftaid too. If you would like to explore
this then please get in touch with me.
We hope to open the hall in September. We will be putting
arrangements in place, in accordance with the government’s
guidelines for village halls, to ensure that we make it as safe an
environment as we can. If you are thinking of restarting your group,
would you please email or phone Peter? He is currently furloughed
but will monitor any messages and pass them on. Meanwhile, we
look forward to welcoming everyone back in the autumn.
Anne Barrowman, Chair of the Trustees Board 07860 935144 mrsabarrowman@icloud.com
Peter Wright, Hall Manager
0113 284 3361 craven.manager@gmail.com

THE BRAMHOPE VILLAGE SHOW 2020
This year would have been the 75th Anniversary of the show, which we had started planning for at the end of
2019. Unfortunately due to the restrictions around the Covid pandemic, we have not been able to organise this
year's show and it has had to be cancelled.
We will however still celebrate our 75th + 1 year in 2021!! We will announce the date in the next edition. Keep
Safe and we look forward to seeing you all next year.
Kimberley Hill
Chair of Bramhope Village Show
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FOOTPATHS
The Duffield Map.
The Bramhope and North Leeds Footpath and Bridleway Map was first published
in 1980, priced 30p, with proceeds from that first edition donated to the St Giles
Building fund. It featured a detailed 1:25000 sketch map centred on Bramhope,
but encompassing Harewood, Adel, Carlton, the Chevin and Arthington showing
every footpath and bridleway, indicating gates and stiles. The reverse of the map
gave details of 12 circular walks. The map was the creation of Joan Duffield who
was born in Bramhope and lived here for much of her life. It was printed by Joan's
husband Ernest (a parish councillor for many years), managing director of Duffield
Printers on Kirkstall Road. Joan and Ernest were keen walkers and walked all the
circular walks. (Ken Ball recollects that Ernest's polished walking boots adorned
his coffin at his funeral in place of the usual wreath.) Joan was a tireless
campaigner for rights of way and kept an eagle eye out for transgressions and
attempted closures which were reported immediately to the Leeds City Council
Footpaths officer.
The first print of 1000 copies quickly sold out and the map was reprinted (at the increased price of 50p.) in 1995
Joan produced a revised edition with the proceeds going to Lineham Farm. This version is on the village website
available for download.

A revised map with GPS walks – we need your help
Martyn Duffield, Joan's son, has kindly given the Parish Council permission to produce an updated version of the
map. Most of the paths are correct but some minor changes are required. We also plan to expand the
description of the circular walks and create versions with GPS waypoints, directions and photographs that can
be downloaded for use with popular walk apps. To do this, we need your help. We need artistic skills to produce
a new map, and we need volunteers with app expertise able to create the GPS routes. Contact the Clerk if you
are interested.

Maintaining footpaths and Bridleways – please report any issues
The lockdown and the fine weather have meant increased use of footpaths. The Parish Council is focused on
ensuring that public rights of way are not obstructed, and footpaths, stiles, gates and signposts are maintained.
You can report issues with rights of way by using the form on the Bramhope & Carlton village website or on the
Leeds City Council website https://www.leeds.gov.uk/leisure/parks-and-countryside/public-rights-of-way/

BRAMHOPE PEACE MEMORIAL -100 YEARS
June 19th 2020 marked 100 years since the Recreation Ground on Old Lane was opened after the Parish Council
purchased it as a Peace Memorial for the Village from the Estate of Sir Arthur Lawson.
In 1935 the Memorial stone was erected on which was a brass plaque with names of the fallen from the 191418 conflict. This was officially unveiled on Monday May 6th 1935 as part of the Royal Silver Jubilee celebrations.
Villagers assembled at the Village Hall and marched to the ground where the Chairman of the Parish Council, Mr
W.B. Woodhouse unveiled the memorial.
At a later date white posts and a chain link fence were erected around the stone. Many years passed and the
plaque disappeared thankfully this had been put away for safekeeping. After refurbishment the plaque was
rededicated on Sunday 4th August 2014.
The Recreation Ground is well used by the Villagers and Cricket and Football Teams.
John Broadley, Chair, Royal British Legion, Bramhope Branch
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YOUR PARISH COUNCIL 100 YEARS AGO
(Diane Fox planned to lead another of her fascinating history walks round Bramhope this summer. Covid-19
intervened. Instead she has been researching past events in the Parish Council Minute Books for 1920.)
The major issue in 1920 was the
threat of annexation of part of the
parish by the County Borough of
Leeds. It was not uncommon for
Leeds
to
make
unilateral
proposals for boundary changes in
order to expand. Leeds was
expanding rapidly, facilitated by
new tram routes, and a council
house building programme.
In January three parish councillors
and the Clerk attended a
conference
in
Wakefield,
organised to oppose the Leeds
extension scheme which affected
many towns and villages round
Leeds. During the year the Parish
Council wrote to the Ministry of
Men of Bramhope at the Cross 1920
Health, the West Riding County
Can you identify anyone?
Council and the local MP to
express their opposition. In October a special Parish Meeting was held, with 70 electors present, to pass a
resolution against the annexation of part of the parish to the City of Leeds. Leeds admitted defeat but in 1928
succeeded in snapping up the parish of Adel-cum-Eccup, with the result that about 30 properties in Bramhope
(parts of Breary Lane East, Creskeld Lane and High Ridge Way) fell within the Leeds boundaries. Eventually in
1974 the whole of Bramhope would become part of Leeds through the major reorganisation of local government
in that year, which saw the Yorkshire Ridings disappear as administrative entities.
A parish meeting in December 1920, attended by upwards of 70 ratepayers, agreed to defer a decision on
proposals for taking over the water and sewage of the village. It was not until 1926 that the parish decided to
accept a supply of mains water! The choice of water supplier, somewhat ironically, was Leeds.
The Rats & Mice (Destruction) Act came into force on January 1st 1920. This was primarily driven by a need to
protect crops and property as part of reconstruction efforts after the Great War, though the outbreak of bubonic
plague in Suffolk in 1910 was also cited in favour of the bill. A Destruction of Rats Order was posted in the
village. Mr A Midgley was appointed as Officer for the receipt of dead rats. There were fines of up to £20 for
failing to take reasonable steps to stop the infestation of land (including buildings, sewers and, culverts) by rats
and mice. Mr Midgley would have been able to enter land to ensure that reasonable destruction steps were
taking place
A letter was written to the North Eastern Railway Company asking to have the 8.30 am train from Arthington
station to Otley reinstated to enable children from Bramhope to attend Prince Henry’s Grammar School.
The Deeds for the Recreation Ground, Old Lane, were handed over to the Parish Council and a public opening
was to take place on Saturday June 19th at 4 pm. The cricket club would be allowed to fence off the cricket pitch
and it was to be reserved for use by members of the cricket club only.
The Council were concerned about the speed of traffic in the village and wrote to the County Council asking for
a '10 mile speed limit to be fixed for motor traffic on roads previously set out by this council, as early as possible',
(meaning all the roads in the parish except the Leeds-Otley turnpike). Concern was also expressed at the speed
of motor traffic on the Leeds Otley road passing the church. One hundred years later these concerns are still
current, although most people might find the call for a 10mph speed limit a little over optimistic.
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BRAMHOPE CELEBRATES VE DAY IN STYLE

The war memorial gardens were decorated by the British Legion with a display of union flags and poppies and
the Union Jack flew above the scene. Shops were decorated with bunting, banners and balloons. On every
street houses competed with displays of bunting. Creskeld Lane boasted what was claimed to be the longest
continuous run of bunting at 50 metres! One household enterprisingly used red white and blue socks as
decoration, and there were homemade paper chains. Socially distanced street parties took place all over the
village with music and singing (including wartime melodies) late into the evening.
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